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Advisory Committee 
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Agenda 

+ Meeting called to order 5 minutes

+ Network operation 10 minutes

+ Work and projects 40 minutes

+ Next steps 5 minutes
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Advisory Committee

+ Formalize and structure discussions 

about the Jacques Cartier Bridge 

bicycle path network with user groups 

and partners

+ Track current issues and projects on a 

quarterly basis

+ Help promote active transportation with 

paths that are safe, accessible and 

user-friendly

Review of goals



Network operation
Planned improvements this season
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Network operation

Follow-up on suggestions for 

improvement

+ Analysis of reflector installation to reduce 

path glare

+ Installation of a repair station near the Île 

Sainte-Hélène pavilion on May 31



Work and projects 
Improvements to the pedestrian and bicycle path 
network
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Ongoing and upcoming work 

+ Pilot project for painting and steel work that 

will have an impact on traffic on the 

multipurpose path and sidewalk (end of 

July to end of November)

+ Waterproofing of the path and sidewalk 

(completed) + friction tests to come 

+ Work on the Île Sainte-Hélène ramps 

(closures to come)
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Replacement of guard rails

Work status

+ Replacement of 500 guard-rail 

sections along the multipurpose path 

and sidewalk is finished

+ Inspections and finalization of the 

work to come (more closures 

possible)
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Modifications of chicanes

+ Goal of the chicanes

- Reduce speed

- Enhance everyone's safety

- Choice of chicanes to help with the maintenance of the 

multipurpose path

+ Modifications ongoing

- One of 3 barriers opened (May 25)

- Installation of yield right-of-way signs on the chicanes 

(May 25)

- With 2 barriers per chicane, the goal has been met to 

slow traffic to 15 km/h

- 3rd barrier will be removed soon
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Tests and data collection

More testing on the chicanes will be done in 

the coming weeks:

+ Installation of cameras for 5 days to 

collect data

+ Evaluation of how different bicycles get 

through 2 barriers instead of 3

+ Installation of information boards at the 

path entrances (to come)
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User awareness

+ Date to be confirmed

+ Awareness activity for users of the 

multipurpose path

+ Signal lights to be distributed

+ Specific instructions for the path 

+ Comments collected



Next steps
Contact resource and next meetings
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Next steps

+ Modifications to the chicanes, 

testing and data collection

+ Report on winter maintenance to 

come at the end of the summer

+ Next meeting in the fall

- Don’t hesitate to send us your ideas 

for meeting topics by email
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Communications

Contact us

+ Claudia Carbonneau

ccarbonneau@jccbi.ca 

450-651-8771, x2533

+ Comments and suggestions: 

communications@pjcci.ca

or via Twitter @pontJCBridge

mailto:Nathalie Lessard <NLessard@pjcci.ca>
mailto:communications@pjcci.ca



